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look as inconspicuous as possible—because there were no
returned soldiers to fall in behind it. Under the shop
verandah opposite the war memorial were a few loungers
and half a dozen children. Lined along the footpath on the
other side, was dutifully arrayed almost the entire Noumean
Japanese community, decked out in their gala clothes.
The top-hatted Japanese consular officials carried an.
immense wreath to the foot of the war memorial, from where
the Consul carried out the final operation of depositing it on
a marble slab. After that there were many perfectly inclined
bows and much doffing of shiny black hats as the Consul was
presented to the few notables present, following which the
Japanese community, with hands folded on stomachs and
their heads bared, leaned humbly forward as the elected
representative of His Imperial Majesty the Emperor passed
along in front of them.
From a purely technical piece of wreath-laying the cere-
mony was a triumph, but from a propaganda point of view,
it fell very flat. In fact, the deliberate abstention on the part
of the returned soldiers and the spontaneous boycott on
the part of the civil population turned the ceremony into
an anti-Japanese demonstration. Once again, however, one
must emphasize that this was not due to any racial feeling.
Those with whom I spoke all had the same reason for staying
away from the ceremony. It seemed to them 'honteux'
(shameful) that such a mockery should be allowed, when
the Japanese were putting all sorts of pressure on the sister
colony of French Indo-China, and even supported Thailand
in its war against the French colonists.
The Japanese problem in New Caledonia is either much
over-exaggerated, or it is underrated. Those that see a spy
in every Japanese store-keeper and market gardener are
bogey hunters that only succeed in fostering racial hatred.
On the other hand those that help the Japanese heavy in-
dustry—the Mitsuis and Mitsubushis—to get a foothold in
the colony, are probably underestimating Japanese aims.
Experience has shown that when a nation has predominant
economic interests in a country, it tends to seek political in-

